In operation since 1982, Autograf continues to evolve while retaining its original spirit. As one of the first schools to have specialized in creative communications, Autograf offered training in graphic design and multimedia before widening its scope to include other up-and-coming fields such as interior architecture and, more recently, video games. Autograf welcomes students fresh from secondary school for programs extending to the master's level. It offers a preparatory year in the applied arts, as well as state diplomas (diplômes d'État), occupational titles certified and recognized by the French government (as published in the national registry of occupational certifications, RNCP), and European bachelor and international master’s degrees certify by the FEDE (Fédération for Education in Europe) and the IDELart-culture label. Autograf is expanding its international partnerships, particularly in China, in the form of Paris-Beijing exchanges. Autograf now offers an interior architecture program in Algiers. In addition to its many other international agreements, Autograf now also holds an ERASMUS university charter.

◆ MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY
- Preparatory year
- Fundamentals of applied arts (Ex MANAA)
- Graphic design art director, a level-I RNCP-listed occupational title certified and recognized by the French government (5 years of postsecondary study)
- International master in in graphic design, labeled by the FEDE and IDELart-culture
- Bachelor in graphic and Digital design labeled by the FEDE IDELart-culture
- Interactive media integrator, a level-III RNCP-listed occupational title certified and recognized by the French government (2 years of postsecondary study)
- BTS (postsecondary technical certificate, a national diploma) in graphic design (2 years of postsecondary study)

◆ RESEARCH
- Instruction provided by practicing professionals. Help finding potential employers. The latest technical equipment and spacious premises. Individual attention to each student. Autograf is part of a large network of companies and associations active in the graphic and digital arts.

◆ STRENGTHS
- Precise name of the institution
- Type of institution
- City where the main campus is located
- Number of students
- Percentage or number of international students
- Type and level of qualifications awarded
- Programs for international students
- Programs in English
- Postal address

 School of Art / Architecture / Fashion Design

http://www.autograf.fr
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